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Abstract. The Public Sector Information EU directive (2003/98/EF)1 about opening up public
information is implemented in Norwegian law2 and the Brønnøysund Registers Center (BR) offers
the Register for Legal Entities as national master data. The register has been operated electronically
since 1988. Understanding and interpreting the increasing volume of aging data is challenging.
Important reasons for this are changes in terminology, immature semantic annotation, lack of
definitions, increased distance between data owner and data user, changes in work processes and
usage of data. The set of reasons are seldom explicitly or formally documented. Few studies and
little tool development related to visualizing a merge of temporal data, records and ontologies in a
long term perspective have been performed so far. In this paper we describe a semantic solution
helping users to understand and interpret a primary set of time-stamped data (the Norwegian
Business Register) in a concrete context. The changes in data are visually distributed on a timelineoriented GUI. Secondary information, such as events governing the related organizations, classes
from temporal ontologies and changes in regulations, are depicted on the timeline in order to
facilitate users’ comprehension of data even further. The set of secondary data is chosen based on
the use of context-aware indicators, user input, semantic methods and ontologies. By simple usage
of semantic technologies we demonstrate how to open up national master data as Public Sector
Information, and how important the supplement of secondary data is when interpreting aging
information.
Keywords: ontology evolution, temporal data, long term records management, long term
information governance, public sector information.

1 Introduction
The volume of stored data has been steadily increasing over the past decades and the amount of
aging and obsolete data has been rising as well. Part of this aging data is still in frequent use in ongoing
business work processes, data warehouses, various system integrations and in interchange between
organizations. This challenge initiated several best practice initiatives and research studies in records
management. The LongRec [18] project is one such research initiative, looking into the aspects of
reading, finding, trusting and understanding data in a long term perspective.
The Public Sector Information EU directive (2003/98/EF) about opening up public information is
implemented in Norwegian law, and the Brønnøysund Registers Center (BR) offers the Business Register
as national master data [16]. In EU the Public Sector Information initiative is seen as a major contributor
to an open information society that may result in large economic impact [8]. Semicolon [25] is a project
in which the goal is to develop and test ICT-based methods, tools and metrics to obtain faster and
cheaper semantic and organisational interoperability both with and within the public sector. This paper
is based on results from both the LongRec and the Semicolon projects.
There are two different time perspectives involved in the challenge mentioned above. First, we
need to asure that the already existing data can be used also in the future. Second, we need to prepare
ourselves for the long-term usage of data yet to be produced. The meaning of records and their
intended use will change and evolve over time. Records produced at a specific point in time often
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describe some aspects of the lifespan of real objects/ referents. As time passes we will need to use the
aging data and, hence, cope with a number of challenges with semantic implications.
To make records useful in a long-term perspective, we need to be able to align temporal versions
of terms, concepts, instance data / records and context at large. Some illustrative examples of this
challenge is given in [13]
A general statement of the problem can be formulated as follows: When you understand a set of
data then you can evaluate if they are fit for purpose.
An important goal of this work is user empowerment, i.e. enabling knowledge workers to
interpret aging primary data by relating it to and presenting it together with the relevant secondary
data. Below, we describe how we have approached this goal in our pilot solution.

1.1 Our Approach
In this paper we describe a solution that provides interpretation support for a set of aging
records, i.e. the primary data, by viewing secondary time-stamped data which are relevant. The
challenges targeted in this solution are applicable to most Public Sector Information having a validity life
span of some years or if data are relevant to be include in analyses of time series.
The solution is based on semantic technologies being used to structure the primary timestamped data within the context of a given set of related secondary data. The primary set of data and
the registered changes to it over time are visually arranged on a timeline-oriented GUI. Based on filters
set by the users and the timestamp of the data, specific attributes of the primary data, such as the legal
type of a business enterprise relevant secondary information is added to the timeline. Examples of such
secondary information are changes in laws and regulations affecting the way enterprises can or might
act in the national economy, general changes in language use, changes in the way public registry data is
collected, changes in accounting rules, or changes in the responsibility between the board and company
CEO. The selection of secondary data to be viewed is done by using context-aware indicators, user input,
semantic annotations in the data, merging methods and ontologies.
The purpose of primary data and secondary data differs fundamentally.

Primary data is the main object of interest in a given context, it is the
information source to be interpreted and understood.

The secondary data shall help the user to interpret and understand the
primary data.
This combined view of primary data and secondary information on a timeline is enabled by a
simple time-aware ontology. This ontology both models and holds corresponding instance data on
secondary information which can be linked to the primary data through the common attribute of a
timestamp.
The pilot is an information mesh-up with time as the primary GUI focus. In the pilot
implementation we demonstrate how to assist the end user’s navigation through a sea of information.
The records are visually represented as items scattered on a timeline. Part of the solution is based on
the open source software solution Timeline, which is part of the MIT project SIMILE [10].

2 Related Work
The related work for our research comes mainly from two main research areas: visualization of
ontological data, and visualization of temporal data. We start this section with a brief description of
different ontology visualization techniques, followed by a section on visualization of temporal data.
There are many different ways of displaying ontological data, such as tree-based display (e.g. [1,
2, 3]), graph-based visualization (e.g. [4, 5, 6]), and 3D visualization (e.g. [7]). In a tree-based
visualization the data is viewed as a hierarchy (such as the class-browser widget of Protégé [2]).
Graph-based visualization uses graph-structures to visualize the ontology data. Jambalaya (see
[6]) is a tool for Protégé, which uses a combination of tree visualization (from Protégé) and graphical
visualization. OntoViz [4] is a plug-in for Protégé which uses the GraphViz [9] visualization toolkit to
visualize the ontology in terms of a graph.

Visualization of temporal data is not new. The Simile Project [10] is an open source project aiming
at giving the user tools to utilize their data more effectively. Two of the widgets from the Simile project
are especially interesting, Timeplot and Timeline. Timeplot enables the user to plot temporal data and
overlay temporal events (e.g. WW1) on the plot, letting the user understand the data in the context of
events. Timeline lets the user create an interactive timeline with temporal events. Another interesting
application is GapMinder [11] which is also used to visualize temporal data. Finally we would also like to
mention the Google News Timeline [12]. The user can search for news articles, and Timeline organizes
the search results according to a timeline. With our focus on Public Sector Information we are
interested in solutions like Exhibit, Fresnel and Anzo on the Web. These solutions are compared in [23].
This comparison is done by the vendor of Anzo on the web, but it illustrates a progression in tool
support.
Even though there is some interesting development; there is a lack of proper tool support for
visualizing data from temporal ontologies.
Whereas Google Earth builds its mesh-up on geographical data and themes, and articles like [21]
combines spatial and temporal focus on themes, we limit our focus to time and themes.
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Temporal Ontologies

In this research a temporal ontology is used to enable the visualization of temporal data associated with
instances of an ontology. The temporal aspects of the instances may be split in two: (i) a single point in
time; (ii) an interval of time. A temporal ontology is an ontology that lets the user model temporal
aspects (points in time and time intervals) of the underlying data of the domain.
In our project, the temporal ontology is based on a regular OWL ontology created by following
standard design guidelines. Since our approach from a semantic technology point of view is a light
weight solution we choose not to use Owl Time [24].
Converting the ontology into a temporal ontology is done by additionally modeling time into the
ontology. This is done by creating two data type properties, startDate and endDate. These two
properties are applicable to all instances of all concepts of the ontology, so that we can model the time
aspect properly. Further we note that the properties of the ontology do not have any temporal aspects
related to them. Our main purpose is to use this temporal information found in the ontology to enhance
the users understanding of the underlying data. The purpose is not to do advanced reasoning or
ontology evolution analysis.
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The Pilot Use Case

4.1 The Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises at Brønnøysund Registers Center
In this paper we describe a solution that provides interpretation support for users working with public
registry records on Norwegian enterprises. The records have been collected by Norwegian public
authorities over decades. For the last 20 years, the records have been maintained and time-stamped
according to the information governance rules at the Brønnøysund Register Center (BR). They can be
regarded as examples of national master-data and form the primary set of records for the pilot. The case
study is based on the needs of long-term understanding and interpretation of these national master
data and making them available as Public Sector Information.
Many private companies and public bodies use these master data on a daily basis. The most common
type of request is to get a copy of the latest version of “Certificate of Registration“. This certificate
contains documentation of e.g. organization number (national identifier), type of enterprise, date of
incorporation, name, business address, general manager, members of the board, auditor, power of
procurement, etc.
The types of reports offered can be grouped in two different ways, (i) reporting the status of the
registered data at a certain point in time and (ii) reporting the development of records for a given
enterprise in a certain time period.
The intended user of the pilot is a knowledge worker who is either employed at the Brønnøysund
Register Center or by some external organization that makes use of the national master data.

The as-is situation related to the interpretation of aging records has been made: (i) There is no tool
support for interpreting aging enterprise data and its historic context; (ii) There is no structured
overview nor any lists of relevant secondary information; (iii) There is lack of implemented information
governance policy for leveraging the implicit semantics of business enterprise records in the future, but
there is ongoing work with an ontology repository called SERES [15] that may address this issue.
Currently, the semantics of business enterprises records are implicitly captured in (i) regulations and
juridical practice; (ii) data base models; (iii) tools and systems for registering data in the Business
Register; (iv) operational procedures; (v) the implicit knowledge of the employees at BR; (vi) code tables;
and (vii) import and export formats.

4.2 Functionality
The pilot application provides an information service, in which information from the public registry is
related to other external sources of data and presented along a temporal dimension. After the user has
chosen a company, the resulting graphical user interface is split into several parts. These are (Figure 1):
1. A resulting web page, with title, explanations, links to related pages and the configuration of the
timeline GUI, etc.
2. the timeline GUI, which is split into the following three panes (often called swim lanes):
1. A scroll bar we configured with a zoom scale of approx 1:4 related to the two lower panes.
2. The pane showing the primary records.
3. The pane showing secondary data.

3. A pop-up window-functionality is trigged when the user clicks on one of the bullets in the pane. The
pop-up window contains further information, pictures and links to external web-resources. See the
example below where “New CEO” is represented as a hyperlink, leading to further information given
on the company’s web-site.

Figure 1. The components in the user interface.
The example above is related to Norsk Hydro, a major Norwegian business enterprise. Our example with
persons and his/hers roles in different companies, would place the records on changes of roles in the
primary record pane, and a chosen set of secondary data in the secondary pane.
To build this solution we used Protégé 3.4 as an editor, Jena to manipulate the ontology and
appending instances to the ontology and Sparql for querying the ontology. We developed some Java
code , and used the Similie.mit.edu Timeline Ajax application.
The use of the ontology has in several ways been highly useful in the pilot. One interesting effect is
the ability to relate a chosen business enterprise to the set of relevant laws. In the enterprise-db there
are several types of enterprises. Some of the types are limited companies (AS), public limited company
(ASA), foundations etc. Another effect of the ontology is the ability to choose icons like the “law symbol”
to visualize changes in laws, see Figure 1.
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Pilot Evaluation

To complete the pilot process, we ran a qualitative, statistically non-relevant user study to assess the
overall usefulness of the pilot and to detect functional holes and conceptual weaknesses. The user study
consisted of structured in-depth user interviews with five representatives from first and second line
customer support at BR.
In order to be able to evaluate the users’ replies within the context of their pre-knowledge, we
conducted a basic categorization of the users by three aspects: (i) the depth of their overall computer
knowledge and mastery; (ii) their overall knowledge of the subject matter area covered in enterprise-db,
i.e. legal aspects of Norwegian enterprises; (iii) and their familiarity with the dragging metaphor
indicated by the hand symbol which the Timeline application depends on heavily. To achieve this kind of
categorization we asked a set of test questions at the beginning of each interview.3
During the interviews, we used a version of the pilot that showed a limited set of historic information
about the business enterprise Norsk Hydro ASA along with a limited set of information about changes in
Norwegian laws and regulations4. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of this:

Figure 2. Pilot setup used during user interviews.
The interview results can be summarized as follows:
(i) The fact that the metaphor of organizing information horizontally from left to right to indicate a
timeline was immediately clear to the users, regardless of their familiarity with using computers and
graphical interfaces, indicates that this is a useful way of organizing historic information.
(ii) Arranging primary data on a timeline is useful for a broad group of users at BR and probably also be
useful to BR’s customers directly. However, the importance of secondary data related to the information
in enterprise-db depends heavily on the type of tasks a user has to perform.
(iii) In addition to the purely horizontal presentation of a sequence of events in both primary and
secondary data, the presentation of primary and secondary information that was valid at a certain point
3 To assess the degree to which the individual user is familiar with using computers, we asked whether the users
had computers at home and whether they previously had installed any kind of software on them. If they had so,
we assumed they had good knowledge of computers. To assess the users’ knowledge of Norwegian enterprise
legislation, we asked the users to give us a description of the difference between enterprises of the type ”AS”
(Limited Company) and enterprises of the type ”ASA” (Public Limited Company). To assess the users’ familiarity
with the drag metaphor indicated by the hand symbol, we asked the users whether they had used Google Maps
before.
4 In this user study, we concentrated on records on one enterprise over a certain period of time rather than testing
examples of both enterprise records and records about a certain person, as we think that the main flaws can be
discovered with only one of these two record sets as well.

in time (snapshot-presentation) marks a clear need and requires further investigations as to how to
prepare the underlying data so that this is possible. I the pilot, as it is today, the users have to
summarize the primary and secondary events to the left of a certain point in time to get a current
version of valid primary and secondary data.
(iv) In terms of pure user interaction, the time zoom bar and the hand symbol of the mouse pointer
need a more thorough re-design in order to express their purpose and functioning more clearly.
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Discussion and Future Research

Understanding and interpreting aging data that has been collected over a long period of time is
challenging due to a number of reasons. Our approach to this challenge is centered around the focus on
primary and secondary data by use of a temporal ontology with time stamps on all instances. This gives
us the possibility to establish a graphical view of data using commonly metaphors that are familiar to
most users.
We have identified some challenges we believe will influence the success of our solution. The most
important ones are: (i) lack of APIs and access to open sources; (ii) lack of common identifiers across
sources; (iii) no common ontology across sources; (iv) lack of common representation formats for data;
(v) Limitations in GUI design and navigation capabilities handling large number of events in the Timeline
GUI.
In spite of the challenges we are optimistic about the opportunities provided by design principles for
Linked Open Data [19]. These principles are recommended to be used by Public Sector Initiatives [17].
Mesh-ups of a variety of sources of the user’s choice are feasible and help us relate information in an
intuitive manner. Furthermore, such a mesh-up can view primary and secondary data from different
views like an N-dimensional information cube.
The feedback from the evaluation done at BR and ad-hoc feedback from colleagues within the
computer science field are encouraging so far. In the long run we hope we can have a situation where
the temporal ontology can be one component in an architecture where e.g. agents are used to interpret
primary records with the help of secondary data.
The response of the pilot in the Norwegian market has been positive and information providers like
Proff [20] has shown interest in the approach and solution. In November 2009 BR decided to allow the
Semicolon project to open up the Norwegian Central Coordinating Register for Legal Entities as a Linked
Open Data source. This work is now in progress.
Future development of the pilot would include the search for Linked Open Data to our primary or
secondary data to improve the usability of the pilot. This is a challenging task and introduces several
interesting questions. Is the secondary data trustworthy (security), is the data complete enough, is the
quality satisfactory, what risk and liabilities would BR take by using data from sources outside their
control, as a service provider: what liabilities is BR exposed to, etc. This also involves organizational and
legal issues that are outside the scope of the pilot itself.
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Conclusions

This paper suggests a solution for Public Sector Information improving the way users can understand
and interpret aging data by the use of a temporal ontology and timestamps on instances. Based on a
preliminary user evaluation, tests of a technical solution and related models we describe a set of
opportunities and obstacles. The pilot’s temporal view of primary data and secondary data is new and
the user evaluation indicates that users do understand this way of merging and aligning data. Success
criteria mentioned are: access to relevant secondary data and the ability of the semantic solution to
filter and view a relevant set of secondary data. Other secondary data will often be other sources of
Public Sector Information. In a world with increasing focus on public sector information, Semantic Web
activities like Linked Open Data, the time seems mature to follow up the ideas described in this paper.
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